
Freedom of Information Request  
Reference: 21-22/72 
 

Request date:  17 March 2022 

Response date:   13 April 2022 

 

1. Request 
 
Email correspondence with named individual 
 
I request the following information please under the terms of the FOI Act and is with 
regards to one of your Council member:- 

 
Request 1 
 
All of emails sent to, from and forwarded on from Laurence Findlay related to GTCS 
matters in 2020. 

 
Request 2 
All of emails sent to, from and forwarded on from Laurence Findlay related to GTCS 
matters 2021. 

 
Request 3 
All of emails sent to, from and forwarded on from Laurence Findlay related to GTCS 
matters for 2022 to this date. 

 
 

2.  Response  
 

I refer to your request for information dated 16 March 2020 in which under the terms 
of the Freedom of Information (Scotland) Act 2002  (FOISA) you requested 
the following: 

 
 Request 1 - All of emails sent to, from and forwarded on from Laurence 

Findlay related to GTCS matters in 2020. 
 
 Request 2 - All of emails sent to, from and forwarded on from Laurence 

Findlay related to GTCS matters 2021. 
 
 Request 3 - All of emails sent to, from and forwarded on from Laurence 

Findlay related to GTCS matters for 2022 to this date. 
 
Firstly, I can confirm that our retention policy for emails is one year from the date of 
receipt, therefore any searches which GTC Scotland staff have undertaken will be 
from the date they undertook the search of the previous 12 months. 
 
In light of that I apply FOISA exemption S17 – Information Not Held to any emails no 
longer retained prior to March 2021 as requested in parts 2 and 3 of your request. 



 
Request 1 - All of emails sent to, from and forwarded on from Laurence Findlay 
related to GTCS matters in 2020. 
 
As above, in line with GTC Scotland email retention policy any emails dated prior to March 
2021 will no longer be held and I apply FOISA exemption S17 – Information not held to this 
part of your request.  
 
Request 2 (in part) - All of emails sent to, from and forwarded on from Laurence 
Findlay related to GTCS matters 2021. 
 
As noted above, in line with GTC Scotland email retention policy any emails dated prior to 
March 2021 will no longer be held and I apply FOISA exemption S17 – Information not held 
to the two months prior to March 2021 for this part of your request.  
 
Request 2 (in part) - All of emails sent to, from and forwarded on from Laurence 
Findlay related to GTCS matters 2021 - and Request 3 - All of emails sent to, from and 
forwarded on from Laurence Findlay related to GTCS matters for 2022 to this date. 
 
As noted above, our retention policy results in Request 2 being dealt with in two parts, pre- 
and post- March 2021.  
 
Your requests above name an individual. Personal data is defined in section 3 of the DPA 
2018 (and Article 4 of the UK GDPR) as any information relating to an identified or 
identifiable living individual, who can be identified, directly or indirectly, in particular by 
reference to:  
 
(i) an identifier such as a name, an identification number, location data or an online 

identifier, or  
(ii) one or more factors specific to the physical, physiological, genetic, mental, economic, 

cultural or social identity of the individual. 
 
As your information request identifies an individual, and therefore includes personal data, we 
have assessed your request under s38 of the Freedom of Information (Scotland) Act 2002, 
which relates to the disclosure of personal data through a Freedom of information Request.  
 
In order to assist our assessment of your request in line with s38 of FOISA, we wrote to you 
on Friday 8th April 2022 for further information. We wrote: “Given the nature of your request, 
which requests information relating to an individual, and in line with  Scottish Information 
Commissioner guidance, which can be found here, we should be grateful if you would 
provide an explanation as to why you wish to receive the information requested by Monday 
11 April 2022. While you are not required to explain why you want the information requested, 
if you do chose to it will allow us to be fully informed when carrying out our assessment of 
any information that may fall within the scope of your request.” 
 
No response was received from you. We have therefore been limited in assessing your 
interest in the information that has been requested.  
 
In line with s38(1) of FOISA, as the information requested relates to emails to and from an 
identified third party, s38(1)(b) of FOISA applies. Consideration has been given as to 
whether disclosure of the information requested would contravene any of the data protection 
principles in Article 5(1) of the UK GDPR and in section 34(1) of the DPA 2018, as required 
by s38(1)(b) of FOISA. Following this assessment, which includes a process of balancing 
your interests, as the requester, and the interests of the data subject (and in some instances 
data subjects), three small bundles of documentation is attached in response to your 



request. To assist in your consideration of the attached bundles, the information contained 
relates, in the main, to the data subject’s role as a GTC Scotland Council Member, as it is 
considered that such disclosure does not contravene any of the data protection principles.  
 
Any further information held by GTC Scotland which may fall within the scope of your 
request, however, has not been disclosed and the exemption under s38(1)(b) has been 
applied, as personal data of a third party where disclosure would contravene any of the data 
protection principles in Article 5(1) of the UK GDPR and in section 34(1) of the DPA 2018. 
As required by s38(1)(b), and as noted above, we have undertaken a process of balancing 
your interests, as the requester, and the interests of the data subject (and in some instances 
data subjects). As we have not received any further information from you regarding the 
reasons why you are seeking this information, we have been limited in assessing your 
interest in receiving this information and consider the rights and interests of the data subjects 
outweigh that of a requester under FOI. As a result, and following this process and 
assessment under s38(1)(b) of FOISA, any further information has been exempted from 
disclosure in response to your Freedom of Information request.  
 
You will also note that, in line with data protection requirements, we also have redacted 
other third party personal data where necessary.   
 
In bundle 3 it has been deemed appropriate to apply a redaction where disclosure of this 
information may inhibit discussions and attendance at future meetings if those engaged in 
the discussions believed that this may be disclosed in response to a request.  Therefore I 
apply FOISA exemption S30 - Prejudice to effective conduct of public affairs and particularly 
S30 (iii) -  inhibit substantially the free and frank exchange of views for the purposes of 
deliberation to this.   We have deemed that the public interest in ensuring free and frank 
exchange of views outweighs disclosure of the information.  
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


